PROPOSAL FOR VOLUNTEER USE OF
THE SCULPTOR’S CABIN
GUILD PARK & GARDENS
Nov. 16, 2019
Prepared by The Guild Park Stakeholders Group
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OVERVIEW
Guided by its report, Divisional Strategy 2018 – 2022, the Economic
Development & Culture Division (EDC) of the City of Toronto “strives to
make Toronto a place where business and culture thrive.”
This proposal highlights how EDC’s funded plan to restore the Sculptor’s
Cabin at Guild Park and re-opening it for community use, in partnership
with four volunteer-led groups, fits EDC’s long-term strategic mandate.
The recommendations and suggestions in this proposal are prepared by
Guild Park’s Stakeholders Group, which actively collaborates with Guild
Park officials to enhance the 88-acre site in east Toronto.
The Stakeholders Group includes volunteers representing:
● Friends of Guild Park
● Guild Festival Theatre (GFT)
● Guild Renaissance Group (GRG)
● Guildwood Village Community Assn (GVCA)
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OVERVIEW (continued)
This proposal identifies how Guild Park’s four community/volunteer groups will operate Guild Park’s Sculptor’s
Cabin on a one-year pilot in partnership with EDC. The pilot uses proposed for this cabin:
● Are appropriate to Guild Park’s legacy as former site of the historic Guild of All Arts
● Fit the building’s physical limitations and the site’s constraints
The proposed uses also advance EDC’s strategic goals by:
● Increasing access to City-owned space for EDC’s stakeholders
● Making more cultural heritage facilities/programs available in an area recognized as under-served and
under-resourced with arts/community space
● Improving access to and affordability of space for cultural and related pursuits
● Encouraging more people to participate in arts/cultural activities as recreational and/or professional
pursuits
● Incorporating innovative technology that ensure cultural activities are cost-effective and convenient to all
park visitors - residents, students and tourists
● Creating a facility that contributes to environmental sustainability
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OVERVIEW (continued)
This report provides:
● a community vision to use the Sculptor’s
Cabin effectively, after being vacant for
three decades.
● lists of specific activities/programs
proposed for this cabin.
● measures to evaluate how effectively the
cabin is used.
● a series of suggestions for improving the
usefulness and operating efficiency of the
cabin and to enhance the area adjacent to
the cabin
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COMMUNITY VISION
A Place to Welcome, Inform & Serve
The Sculptor’s Cabin at Guild Park will operate seasonally as a facility to:
● Welcome park visitors
● Inform visitors about the site’s history, people and unique features
as a place where “Art Meets Nature”
● Serve the community as a seasonal meeting facility
The cabin’s small-scale interior (about 230 sq. ft.) and the open area
adjacent to the structure provide multiple opportunities to enhance the
park experience of visitors. The land around the cabin is an ideal outdoor
gathering place for walking tours, demonstrations and other activities
In this way, the re-opened facility will add value to residents of Guildwood
Village and nearby neighbourhoods by serving as an indoor meeting
space and an outdoor gathering area for local groups
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CABIN ACTIVITIES INSIDE AND OUT - To Welcome
1. As a Welcome Centre, the Sculptor’s Cabin is well located as point of first
contact for Guild Park visitors from spring to fall.
Many park activities currently led by volunteers can use the cabin – both inside
and outside – to greet and inform park visitors and those attending public park
events. The cabin’s small size will benefit by restoring its interior space to be
flexible and multi-functional. Guild Park’s Horticulture Plan (top left) can be
modified to provide effective open space nearby, along with a volunteerplanted bulb garden.
To enhance the cabin’s use, the
adjacent grounds are ideal to be
designed as outdoor “annex” space
to accommodate Guild Park events.
Park volunteers now rely on
temporary facilities to greet visitors
(bottom left).
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CABIN ACTIVITIES INSIDE AND OUT - To Inform
2. The Sculptor’s Cabin’s interior and nearby grounds will provide Guild
Park visitors with information and context about the 88-acre site.
Outside the cabin, covered notice boards about park/volunteer activities
and directional signs (with maps, event schedules) give a high-impact and
consistent park experience of all visitors.
Installing the signage as recommended in Guild Park’s Trails Master Plan
(images below) near the Sculptor’s Cabin will improve how park visitors
are informed, compared to the different types of signs (right) now used.
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CABIN ACTIVITIES INSIDE AND OUT - To Inform (cont’d)
Inside, the Sculptor’s Cabin will also serve as a volunteeroperated interpretive centre.

Cabin use will benefit by installing counter space and sink, display
areas, cupboards and lockers for temporary storage (left / below).
Info about Guild Park, its artists and the Sculptor’s cabin can be
conveyed using low-cost images. Examples include archival
pictures of Sorel Etrog’s work at the Guild and storyboards about
the community (right). Such items on display have no value, thus
reducing the risk of break-ins, vandalism and theft at the cabin.
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CABIN ACTIVITIES INSIDE AND OUT - To Serve
3. Sculptor’s Cabin will serve as gathering/meeting space for small groups and
presentations for about 15 people. With limited meeting space in Guildwood, the
cabin will fill a community need.
As “anchor organization”, Friends of Guild Park will coordinate with and be
responsible for groups using the cabins. Friends will track the number of meetings
and people involved to help EDC evaluate use of its facility.
The cabin can be a daytime “headquarters” for individuals or groups involved in
Guild Park activities, such as planning on-site events, doing research, giving
demonstrations. A serviced indoor space with power and water will add value and
make the park a better used site.
Restoring the long-vacant cabin is an excellent opportunity to ensure it:
● is protected against wildlife/pest infestations (near chimney, foundations, etc);
● includes window/door screens; surge-protected power/multiple outlets/ Wi-Fi
charging stations/ LED dimmable lighting; ceiling fan/ heated floors; plus
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“ANCHOR ORGANIZATION” FOR GUILD PARK’S SCULPTOR’S CABIN
As a first step in achieving this three-part vision, EDC requires an
“anchor organization” responsible for the cabin and to serve as a main
contact with park officials on behalf of Guild Park’s users.
The Stakeholder Group proposes that Friends of Guild Park serve as
the anchor organization during the initial pilot partnership in 2019.
This Friends group began in 2012 with the approval of the City’s Parks
and Environment Committee. It’s volunteer member take a “whole-park”
approach to the hundreds of park activities it has held on the site.
Friends of Guild Park is expected to be the most frequent user of the
Sculptor’s Cabin, through events it organizes, including walking tours
(shown above), and activities run in partnership with other groups, such
as LEAF & WWF (below).
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Vision for Guild Park’s Sculptor’s Cabin and Operating Summary
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Sculptor’s
Cabin Proposed
Uses by
Friends of
Guild Park
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Sculptor’s
Cabin Proposed
Uses by
GVCA and
other
groups
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CABIN AMENITIES & FEATURES
This Sculptor’s Cabin was built in 1947 as a studio for artists
working at the Guild of All Arts. It was last used in the 1980s and
has been vacant for more than 30 years. It’s the oldest
remaining structure built on-site during the Guild of All Arts era.
Before re-opening the cabin, this is an excellent opportunity to
upgrade the building and the adjacent area in ways appropriate
to the cabin’s legacy and its future use at the revitalized Guild
Park. Modernizing the cabin’s interior and exterior now is a more
cost-effective approach than making improvements later.
Below are listed items that add value to the cabin and nearby
grounds so this unique park resource benefits visitors, the
volunteer/community groups involved and the City of Toronto.
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SCULPTOR’S CABIN AMENITIES & FEATURES - Building Improvements
● Locked storage cupboards and storage areas (for
banners, tents, personal items)
● Adequate electrical outlets inside (for meetings/
presentations) and outside (decorations/events)
● LED lighting throughout - dimmable with
multiple lights / switches to highlight cabin areas
● Clean and highlight the stone fireplace/hearth
● Wi-Fi, data & USB ports, charging stations for
laptops and smart devices

● Large sink for refreshments / clean-up
● Space to provide coffee/tea/refreshments
● Space-efficient counters, work space, lockable
drawers/storage, sign-in table
● Display cases (for historical/interpretive info)
● Built-in ledges for simple wall displays
● Space for temporary use of folding chairs and
tables for meetings
cont’d...

Suggested for the
cabin are, from left,
space- saving
storage, charging
stations, utility sink,
copies of art from
Clark collection and
folding table
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SCULPTOR’S CABIN AMENITIES & FEATURES - Building Improvements
● Front “kiosk-type” windows that open accordionstyle
● Energy-efficient windows, with screens
● Energy-efficient and secure “Dutch-style” double
doors (with screens)
● Protection from pests (attention to chimney,
stone fireplace, foundations, doors, windows.
● Small, portable garbage cans with lids
● Notice Board - installed inside and outside

Ceiling fan for air circulation
Ceiling heating panels - installed with timers
Heated floors - installed with timers
Accessible entry ramp for wheelchairs/walkers
Entry space with wall hooks for coats; area for
boots/shoes; easy-to-maintain flooring
● Fire/smoke detector; entry alarm
● Automatic motion-detecting interior lights
●
●
●
●
●

Suggested for the
cabin are, from left,
accordion-style
folding windows;
wooden accessibility
ramp; entry area
with coat hooks;
metal garbage can
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SCULPTOR’S CABIN AMENITIES & FEATURES - Exterior Improvements
● Level the grounds around the cabin to allow easy
access
● Ensure effective drainage away from the cabin
● Restore and protect the cabin’s exterior carvings
● Create a welcoming outdoor gathering space
suitable for tours/groups in all weather.
● Install welcome sign that informs visitors of park
“etiquette” and practices
● Allow space to set-up temporary covered kiosks

● Re-use appropriate park artifacts near cabin (see
Horticulture Plan) as gathering space/patio
● Install covered notice board for park map, info
(see Trails Master Plan). Ensure notice board is
easy to use by PFR and volunteers.
● Improve visibility of cabin with markers, banners;
establish cabin area as a Guild Park “gateway” (see
Trails Master Plan)
cont’d...
Suggested for the
cabin’s exterior are,
from left, improve
access around
cabin, restore the
carvings, have
space for groups to
meet, use park
artifacts as seating.
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SCULPTOR’S CABIN AMENITIES & FEATURES - Exterior Improvements
● Establish accessible walkways linking cabin area
● Locate Solid Waste bins (garbage/recycling) within
to adjacent sidewalks, parking areas and
easy access of cabin users, park visitors and Solid
driveways (suited for large groups that tour park)
Waste service vehicles.
● Plan for a future “Bulb Garden” near cabin area
● Install bicycle racks near cabin
(see Horticulture Plan). Location to be easily
● Install exterior power outlets / phone recharging
accessible by volunteers to plant and park staff to
stations
maintain and be protected from wildlife.
● Install outdoor water faucet for garden
Suggestions for outside the cabin are, below from left: Create
● Install dog waste bins & bag dispensers
paths: plant bulb garden; install dog waste cans & bike racks
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MAINTENANCE
Guild Park’s community groups will manage ongoing maintenance of the cabin
regarding garbage, recycling and general cleaning, as follows:

• Have Solid Waste bins located outside the cabin in a location convenient for
cabin users, park visitors and Solid Waste Management crews/vehicles.
• Ensure no garbage and recycling remains in cabin overnight. All refuse to be
removed from cabin and put in nearby solid waste bins (garbage and recycling).

• Agree that no food is left in cabin.
• Follow a checklist of clean-up tasks to be done before/after each time the cabin
is used. This includes sweeping and wiping floors and counters.
In addition, the City will have its contract cleaning crews regularly clean the cabin’s
inside and outside.

Volunteers understand that the City is responsible for cabin repairs.
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CABIN SECURITY
Managing security for the cabin includes keeping the building safe when not in use. As “anchor
organization”, Friends of Guild Park will be responsible for the cabin while it is used by many
different groups.
The following recommendations will enhance the cabin’s safe and secure operation:
● Install the City of Toronto Corporate Security Access Pass and swipe card system (rather
than a key lockbox). This allows tracking who is accessing the cabin.
● Sign-out access cards to key volunteers of groups regularly using the cabin; cards are
renewed yearly, can be cancelled anytime..
● Friends of Guild Park reps will monitor cabin use by one-time users
● Use a simple sign-in system (guest book) at the cabin to track visitors
● Volunteers to report any vandalism, facilities issues, pests etc immediately to City Staff via
email/ phone call.
● Post important contact info at the cabin and review security protocol with cabin users
● Keep and maintain a communications/emergency plan as a binder and online file accessible
to all cabin users.
● Install fire/smoke detectors and security alarm
● Inform Culture, PFR, City Corporate Security 7-0000 and 9-1-1 of any emergency
situations.
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NEXT STEP: DEVELOP A ONE-YEAR
PILOT PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
This proposal provides a framework that creates a win-win-win outcome
for the City of Toronto’s EDC, Guild Park’s four volunteer/ community
groups, and Guild Park visitors, including residents of Guildwood Village,
Scarborough and Toronto.

Through this partnership, EDC will see an unused heritage resource
become a well-used and well-maintained asset as part of a revitalized
Guild Park – a destination that attracts crowds of people in all kinds of
weather (see images).
Friends of Guild Park, as anchor organization, along with Guild Festival
Theatre, Guild Renaissance Group and the GVCA have prepared this
document to show their commitment to operating the Sculptor’s Cabin.
In this way, EDC can fulfill its strategic mandate while Guild Park operates
to be a spectacular and sustainable public site. We look forward to
moving forward together.
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APPENDIX: EXAMPLE OF CABIN SPACE RENTED FROM CITY
St. Matthew’s Club House, 450 Broadview Ave. (at Riverdale Park)
Headquarters of East End Arts
Features at St. Matthew’s Club House (650 sq. ft.)
(info from East End Arts)
Accessibility:
Club House is wheelchair accessible with accessible entrance ramp
and one accessible washroom.
Available Hours:
Monday to Friday: 9 am to 10 pm
Saturday to Sunday: 9 am to 6 pm (extended hours possible)
Amenities:
open concept space: tables (10), chairs (55), benches (4),
guest Wi-Fi, mic & speaker
event space, kitchenette with supplies (50 glasses, 50 mugs,
utensils, coffee urn and water jugs),
easels and podium, coat rack and hangers.
gender neutral bathroom,
Uses:
art workshops & events,
networking events,
potlucks,
roundtables/symposiums

community events & gatherings,
product launches,
parties (birthdays/ holidays)
board meetings and more!

NOTE: weddings are not permitted,
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